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Abstract

By using nonrelativistic Good's wave functions, in which the quantum-defect is included, GWKB

dipole radial matrix elements are derived in the length and velocity gauges. The new

analytical formulae obtained are expressed in terms of Anger's functions and two new special

functions called by us Good's functions of the first and second kinds. Rapidly converging

expansion series of these functions, from which numerical values of GWKB radial elements

should be obtained most continently are proposed.



1. Introduction

Interest in the calculation of dipole matrix elements for bound-bound transitions in

nonhydrogenic ions, using the semiclassical approximation, has increased in the last few

years. On the basis of the prediction of Naccache [1], a key element in the different

approaches is the definition of the intermediate state quantum numbers. Two main ways of

choosing the quantum numbers in question, which enlarge considerably the applicability domain

of the pioneering work of Davydkin and Zon [2] have been proposed, on one hand, by D'yachkov

and Pankratov [3], and Kaulakys [4] (denoted WKB-DPK), and on the other hand, by Pankratov and

Meyer-ter-Vehn [5] (denoted WKB-DPM). These two intermediate states are discussed and compared

in Refs. [6] and [7]. Numerical results obtained through a systematic study, in the length and

velocity gauges, indicate that the WKB-DPM approach is to be preferred. We have also developed

WKB-DPM in the framework of the supersymmetry quantum mechanics [8].

For the low- and medium-Z elements, WKB-DPM agrees remarkably well with experimental data

and self-consistent-field calculations. In an effort to extend this model to elements of high

stages of ionization, as suggested by Pankratov and Meyer-ter-Vehn [5], we have applied the

same method to Klein-Gordon (KGWKB) and Dirac (DWKB) equations [6, 9, 10]. The problem of

determination of the connecting term in the DWKB case, which is unresolved hitherto, led us to

investigate WKB quasirelativistic (QWKB) [11] and Good semiclassical (GWKB) [12]

approximations. They have one feature in common, namely that they avoid this difficulty.

However, the later formalism involves tremendous difficulties in the derivation of matrix

elements. In the present work, we start with GWKB dipole radial integrals using

nonrelativistic Good's wave functions in which the quantum-defect is included. The new

analytical formulae obtained in the length and velocity gauges are expressed in terms of

Jiy(z), Cyp(z) and O rp(z) functions and their derivatives. Jy(z) is the well-known Anger's

functions [13], whereas Gyp(z) and ®7tP(z) are new special functions called by us Good's

functions of the first and second kinds respectively. We propose rapidly converging expansion

series of these functions, from which numerical values of GWKB radial elements should be

obtained most continently. To the best of our knowledge, these results are reported here for

the first time.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the GWKB radial wave function. It

is used in section 3 to derive dipole radial integrals in the coordinate and momentum

representations. Section 4 is devoted to the derivation of expansion series for Good's

functions. Atomic units are used throughout the paper.

2. Good radial wave function

Another type of semiclassical approximation is described in detail by Good in Ref. [12]. In

this treatment of the Schrodinger radial equation



R"(r) + P2(r)R(r) = 0, P^r) = 2(E - V(r)) - (1)

the quantity (l+l) is considered formally as it was of order h 1 and Bessel functions of half-

interger order are used. This procedure finally gives the unnormalized GWKB radial wave

function including quantum-defect

C
R(r) =

where

g(r) = P(r)

cos *(r),

l+l

(2)

2r2P(r)'
r

*(r) = J g(p)dp + s - TT/4.

a

a and b are the turning points, i.e., the roots of the equation P(r)=0.

(3)

(4)

a = - - c), b = - 0. « = 1 + (5)

Here c denotes the eccentricity of the classical orbit. The phase shift 6 matches the

difference between the hydrogenic model and the effective behaviour of the ion. Note that *(r)

is identical to the supersymmetric phase [8] and its exact expression may be written as

•(r) = rP(r) - 1/2)\ mia\l

arsin -
, 2Er|l

+ -*7-\T J J -

n/2

• + 6 - it/4. (6)

By means of the quasiclassical quantization condition $(b)=(nr+l/2)Tt, where nT=n-l-l is the

radial quantum number, one easily finds that the energy is given by

•77

(7)

with the effective quantum number v=n-\x. n=8/n is the so-called quantum-defect.

According to Eq. (7), the quantities in Eq. (5) become

a = Q(1 - c), b = Q(1 + c), a = -y, c = 1 - (£+1)2
(8)

a is the semimajor axis of the ellipse.

The normalization condition is expressed in the usual way as

(9)

Using in Eq. (9) the parametric representation for the space variable r=a(l-ccosu), we then

have the normalization constant in the form



C = Z

with

(10)

3. Dipole radial integrals

The dipole radial integrals in the length and velocity gauges read respectively

GL= JR(r) r R'(r) dr,

G v = R(r)
0>\ dr

R'(r) dr,

where

£ > = ( £ ' + £ + l)/2, w = E ' - E, Ao=£'- £ = ±1.

Note that all dashed quantities refer to the upper state.

Let us start with the length form.
bc

r, C'C

(12)

(13)

(14)

JcosA*(r) ^ , (15)
ac

Following the procedure described in detail in Ref. [8], i.e., expanding the phase difference

A$ in power series of E and I about the intermediate parameters Ec and tc and neglecting all

terms containing Pj , k^3, it is not difficult to arrive at

A*(u) = utc- A0«p + AS = y(u - ccsinu) - LQ<p + A5, (16)

where

y = ^ , cc= Jl - \],v2
c, Ac= *c+ 1, lc= (V + 1)12. (17)

Z2

¥> is the polar coordinate of the valence electron in the intermediate state.

Then substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) and making use of the parametric representation of

the elliptic orbit, give

GL= i(DL+ SO, f =

where

a b r
D L = -̂ — (1 - e cosu)2 cos[y(u - c sinu) -

o

pkb.p (1-c.cosu)2

- ^ P j 2 + gin2u cos[y(u - ccsmu) -
o c

A5]du,

A5] du,

(18)

(19)

(20)



a c= -^, bc (vjv)2, v = -iv'v, pc = (21)

At this stage, we introduce the condition that the intermediate state has to be stationary,

i.e.,

A*(rt) = (y - A0)TT + A5 = hit. (22)

The choice of the integer h, which is a crucial point, determines the centered energy. For

instance,

(23)

- Av>,for WKB-DPM. (24)

h = An - Ao, y = Ai> = v' - v, for WKB-DPK,

h = m + An - Ao, y = m + Ai>, m = < —
3/2

DL (25)

SL= (-1)'h+l

- G y + I > P c (x)] + Cc (26)

with v = J l - c| = \/vc. We suggest

n

n J P2+ sin2e
0 , d e- ^ =2e (27)

as the Good's function of the first kind.

From Eq. (27), it is straightforward to deduce the recurrence formulae given below

(x) - cy.liP(x) = 2Gyp(x), (28a)

00 + Gy-2.p(x> = 2 ( J + 2p2)Gyp(x) - 4Jy(-x), (28b)

(x) " Gy-2.p(x) - 2(oy+l tp(x) + Gy.,,p(x)j. (28c)

With the use of the above equations, Eq. (26) can be rewritten in a simple and convenient

form

SL= (-1
,h+I 2

-c.

+

Pi) -

c?) - CC (29)

We now turn to the velocity form of the dipole radial integral. Ignoring the above

mentioned terms P ' \ Eq. (14) writes

c.'c r ô̂ > l
G v = -^ - i -sinA*(r) + —-,-fj cosA*(r) dr.

Using Eq. (16), Gv becomes from integration by parts

5



Gv= i(Dv+ Sv),

where Dv is the usual dipole radial integral in the velocity gauge [4]

D v = (-l -4(-x) + - ^

(30)

(31)

and

(32)

Once more making use of the parametric change of variables in Eq. (32) leads to the following

formula, after some lengthy but simple calculations

S v = (-
vh+l

with C= l /c c>l. We also suggest

o
as the Good' function of the second kind.

It should be noted that

DL= Dv + (-l)h+1 a A (1 - c

and

GL= Gv + AG,

with the Good's residual term

acbc sL-sN

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

4. Expansion series of Good's special functions

Here is presented the expansions of Gyp(x) and Qy>p(x) in ascending powers of x. It has

been investigated for numerical purposed, i.e., in order to save much computation time. The

key element in the derivation are the following relations [14]

sht
cht-cose

sine
cht-cose

= 1 + 2 / e"ktcoske, t > 0 ,

09

= ) e'ktsinke.

(37)

(38)
k=0



The Good's function of the first kind given by Eq. (27) can be written in the alternative form
71

= IJ 7O-cos9)7+cose)d 9 - (39)

Substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (39), and after some transformations, it is easy to show that

the equation given below is valid

Js(-z) + ^ e k t ( j s + k ( -x) + J>s.k(-x)]
k=2

k even

, t = ln(P+/3), (40)

where

Jy(x) = - I cos(ye - xsine)de,

is the Anger's function. Its rapidly converging expansion series writes [5,13]

= £ anx".

(41)

(42)

n=0

Let us set
00 00

Gyp(x) = V cnx", Gyp(x) = S (n+l)cn+1x". (43)

n=0 n=0

The convergence of Eq. (43) is clearly seen from Eq. (40). On the other hand, Gyp(x) satisfy

the following differential equation

| y p (x) - P26r,p(x) + = 0. (44)

From Eqs. (43) and (44), one obtains

cn=

For computation, one needs the coefficients c0 and c,. Setting x=0 and using

(46)

in Eq. (40), one readily finds

c _C 0~

00

k e ven

The coefficient C, is defined as
n

_ , /Q\ = _ I f sine
1 W n J (j

o
takes, by means of Eq. (38), the form

on
, ._-kt

(48)

k = l
k odd



In the same way as G rp(x), the Good's function of the second kind defined by Eq. (34) has

the following expansion series, with respect to x

dnx», o^c(x) = ) (n+l)dn+1xn, (50)

n=0 n=0

where

To start the recurrence, one needs

(52)
Try

00
• i :

e"1 + 2*2 ) (-1)
k = l

d 2 ^ r (_1)k ke
k

= lnfe + J F T ) , bo= - C ̂ . bn= (1/x - O\, n*l. (54)

The computation by these formulae does not present any difficulty despite the fact that their

explicit form is somewhat bulky.

The DPM and DPK intermediate states are not appropriate for the Good's radial integrals. In

other words, another centered state has to be worked out by comparing GWKB asymptotic

formulae with the exact quantum mechanical results in typical cases. This technique is

described in detail in Ref. [8]. The application of the technique in question in the case of

GWKB approach requires prior determination of asymptotic expansions of Good's functions of

the first and second kinds. These mathematical aspects and a relativistic generalization of

this work are in progress and will be reported later.
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